Monday

Scripture/Discussion: Read Luke 10:38-42
Activity/Challenge: Start the My Time with God Activity found on page 2. Color a ship for each
day you spend time with God. Club 56- write out what you did to spend time with God.
Tuesday
Scripture/Discussion: How can we spend time with God? Discuss this question with your
parents and/or siblings.
Activity/Challenge: Find a simple floor puzzle, thick gloves, and a paper bag you can cut eye
holes out of to make an “astronaut helmet”. Put 2 minutes on the clock and time who can
complete the puzzle with the fastest time.
Wednesday
Scripture/Discussion: Read Colossians 4:2-6
Activity/Challenge: Paper Airplane Rocket Races! Have the whole family create their own paper
airplanes then see whose will fly the furthest from your starting line.
Thursday
Scripture/Discussion: What is something that distracts you from spending time with God?
Discuss this question with your parents and/or siblings.
Activity/Challenge: Asteroid Toss- As we are talking about launching our faith in Jesus to new
heights, you’re going to play a game! Make 30 “asteroids” (balled up foil or paper) and grab 2
baskets (1 for each team). Create 2 teams of however many people you can in your family. The
goal is to get the most asteroids in your team’s basket as possible in 1 minute.
Friday
Scripture/Discussion: Find a scripture reference from both the Old and New Testaments that
go along with this week’s big idea that we can spend time with God and that we have not
already read this week.
Activity/Challenge: Work on memorizing our verse for the month, Psalm 119:105 “Your word is
a lamp for my feet and a light for my path.”
Make sure to take pics or video and post them to the Kid City Facebook page and check
out our videos Tuesday-Thursday on Facebook and Youtube (FCC Kid City).

